The q T subtraction formalism represents a well established and successful technique to deal with the computation of QCD radiative corrections up to NNLO (and beyond) for a large class of processes relevant at the LHC. We have explored the possibility to apply q T subtraction to the computation of EW corrections with the (final) aim to develop a subtraction formalism suitable for the computation of mixed QCD-EW corrections. We present numerical results for the complete NLO EW corrections to the Drell-Yan production of a massive lepton pair. Furthermore, we have investigated the structure of the power suppressed contributions at small-q T in this process and we present new analytical results on the effects of the soft radiation emitted off a charged massive final state.
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Introduction
The q T subtraction formalism [1] is a method to handle and cancel the InfraRed (IR) divergences associated to the computation of higher order QCD radiative corrections. It has been originally formulated to deal with the hadroproduction of color singlet systems and applied successfully to a variety of such processes up to next-to-next-to the leading order (NNLO) (see Ref. [2] and references therein). A first application to the approximate computation of N 3 LO corrections to Higgs boson production through gluon fusion have been recently presented [3] . Thanks to the progress in the formulation of transverse momentum resummation for heavy quark pair production [4] [5] [6] [7] , q T subtraction has been recently extended to the computation of this process up to NNLO [8] [9] [10] . So far the method has never been applied to the computation of electroweak (EW) corrections.
We recall the differential q T subtraction formula for the inclusive reaction h 1 + h 2 → F + X, F being either a color singlet system or a heavy-quark pair, in hadron-hadron collisions [1] .
where dσ F+jet (N)LO is the F+jet cross section at (N)LO accuracy. The square bracket term of Eq. (1.1) is IR finite in the limit q T → 0, but its individual contributions, dσ F+jet (N)LO and the auxiliary subtraction cross section dσ F,CT (N)NLO , are separately divergent. The IR counterterm is built by exploiting the infrared behavior of the transverse-momentum distribution q T of F and, hence, by construction the q T counterterm is non-local [1] In practice, the integration is performed introducing a lower cut-off r cut on the transverse momentum of the produced system q T divided by its mass M
Thanks to this slicing prescription, the integral is finite and the two contributions can then be integrated separetely. They develop logarithmic singularities in r cut , which globally cancel among each other, plus spurius terms vanishing in the limit r cut → 0. Hence, a residual r cut -dependence, in the form of power suppressed terms (modulo logarithmic enhancements), is introduced in the computation, I(r cut ) = I + O(r n cut ).
(1.
3)
The efficiency of the subtraction procedure crucially depends on the size of such power suppressed contributions. For the inclusive color singlet production, the leading power suppressed contribution has been investigated [11] and explicitly computed at NLO [12, 13] , finding a quadratic behavior (n = 2). The presence of fiducial cuts may worsen the r cut dependence leading in some case to a linear behavior [14] . In the case of heavy-quark production the r cut dependence is found to be linear [9, 10, 15] , and it is an interesting question to investigate the origin of this peculiar behavior. In this talk, we report our results on
• the first application of the q T subtraction formalism to the computation of NLO EW corrections. The formulation of the method for heavy-quark production can indeed be straightforwardly extended to the computation of EW corrections to the Drell-Yan process by means of a well-established abelianisation procedure. This is a first step towards the development of a suitable subtraction scheme for mixed QCD-EW and NNLO EW corrections;
• the analytical computation of the power suppressed terms to the q T subtraction fomula in the presence of soft radiation off a massive final-state at NLO. We discuss a procedure to incorporate fiducial cuts as well.
2. NLO EW corrections to the Drell-Yan process 2.1 Implementation
The structure of the subtraction has been derived exploiting the abelianisation procedure outlined in Ref. [16] . We have implemented our calculation as an extension of the numerical program of Ref. [17] . All the required tree level matrix elements are computed analytically while the virtual EW corrections for→ l + l − , which include vertex and box diagrams, are obtained by using GOSAM [18, 19] . To set the notation, we denote with σLO and σ γγ LO the Born level cross sections in theand γγ channels, respectively. At NLO EW we have
where we have introduced the O(α 3 ) correction in thechannel, ∆σ, the corresponding correction in the q(q)γ channel, ∆σ qγ , and the correction in the γγ channel, ∆σ γγ . Since the γγ channel provides only a very small contribution to the Drell-Yan cross section, ∆σ γγ will be neglected in the following discussion.
Numerical validation
To validate our implementation, we have repeated our calculation by using the dipole subtraction method [20] and the independent matrix-element generator RECOLA [21, 22] for the virtual corrections.
We use the setup of Ref. [23] , and, in particular, we work in the G µ scheme 1 with
and use the complex-mass scheme [24] throughout. Following Ref. [23] , the MRST2004qed [25] parton distribution functions (PDFs) are used. In order to avoid large logarithmic terms in the lepton mass which may complicate the numerical convergence we set the mass of the final-state lepton to m l = 10 GeV. The following set of cuts are applied
We report our result in Table 1 . The NLO correction ∆σis obtained performing the calculation at different values of r cut and extrapolating to r cut → 0 through a linear fit. Our results are compared with the corresponding results obtained with dipole subtraction (CS+RECOLA). We see that the two results are in perfect agreement.
∆σ qγ (pb) −0.6694 ± 0.0008 −0.6690 ± 0.0005 Table 1 : Comparison of NLO EW corrections to the Drell-Yan process computed with q T subtraction and dipole subtraction. In thechannel the q T result is obtained with a linear extrapolation in the r cut → 0 limit (see Figure 1 ), while in the q(q)γ channel it is obtained at r cut = 0.01%. The LO result in theand γγ channels is also reported for reference.
Dependence on r cut
We have varied r cut in the range 0.01% ≤ r cut ≤ 1% and we have used the r cut -independent cross section computed with our inhouse implementation of the dipole subtraction method as normalisation. The results for the r cut dependent correction δ q T = ∆σ /σLO in theand qγ channels are shown in Figure 1 . A distictive linear behavior in the dominant qq-annihilation channel emerges. Nonetheless it is known that symmetric cuts on the transverse momenta of the final state leptons challenge the convergence of q T -subtraction leading to a stronger dependence on r cut even in the case in which a charge-neutral final state is produced [2, 14] . In Figure 2 we show the dependence of the NLO corrections for the inclusive cross section on r cut when no cuts are applied. Again a distinct linear behavior in the dominant qq-annihilation channel emerges, in agreement with what has already been observed for the case of the tt cross section [9] , which can be clearly interpreted as a genuine new effect due to the emission of radiation off the massive final-state leptons. 
Physical lepton masses
Before concluding this section, we briefly show that the method outlined above can be effectively employed for realistic phenomenological studies pushing the lepton mass to the physical muon value.
Indeed, the lepton mass acts as a regulator of final state collinear divergences and within the q T subtraction formalism it is required to be kept to a finite value. While there are not any issues from the formal point of view, small values of the lepton mass may challenge the numerical implementation spoiling the accuracy of the method.
We have repeated our calculation by setting the mass of the heavy lepton to the physical muon mass m l ≡ m µ = 105.658369 MeV, using the setup and fiducial cuts as before. To have a fully independent validation we have compared our results with those obtained with the well established public generator SANC [26] . Our results are reported in Table 2 , and show that the agreement is quite good, at few per mille on the NLO correction. MeV with the SANC generator. The q T result is the limiting value for r cut → 0 obtained with a linear fit for the NLO correction in the diagonal qq-annihilation channel, and it is the value at r cut = 0.01% for the offdiagonal q(q)γ channel.
Power corrections
We study the behavior of NLO inclusive cross sections computed with q T subtraction in the r cut → 0 limit with the aim to determine the structure of the leading power correction and the origin of the observed linear behavior. We focus on the production of a massive lepton pair in pure QED in the diagonal channel q(p 1 ) +q(p 2 ) → l + (p 3 )l − (p 4 ) + γ(k) (3.1) with p 2 3 = p 2 4 = m 2 . In the following, we sketch the strategy of the computation and present the main results. For further details we refer to [27] .
Structure of the computation
The power suppressed terms arise by the integration of real emission cross section and the counterterm, Eq. (1.2). Since we keep r cut finite, we can consider their contributions separately. The small-r cut behavior of the counterterm is well understood [28] and leads to quadratic power corrections. Therefore, we focus on the real emission cross section, which must be the source of the observed linear behavior, and we further split it into three gauge-invariant contributions: final-state radiation, initial-state radiation and their interference. The r cut dependence of the total partonic cross section can be recasted in the following formula
where Ω is the solid angle of the dilepton in the frame in which the the two leptons are back-to-back and
The soft limit corresponds to z → 1. The presence of the cutoff prevents the upper integration to reach the singular point. In the small-r cut , indeed, it behaves as z max ∼ 1 − 2r cut , and it is linear with respect to r cut . Hence, our procedure consists in 1. integrating the matrix element over the angle dΩ;
2. extracting the small r cut behavior up to the desidered order by means of a uniform expansion with respect to the z variable.
The integral in z is indeed curbersome to be computed analytically while, on the other hand, we do not need to know the exact result for our purpose. The interference contribution is odd under the exchange p 3 ↔ p 4 and therefore vanishes after angular integration. Therefore we focus on final-and initial-state only.
Eq. (3.2) contains already the main features relevant to understand the r cut dependence. We observe that both the upper integration limit z max and the integrand function depend on r cut . After performing the angular integration, the matrix element leads to an analytic function of r 2 cut (at fixed z), while, regarded as function of z, it is divergent in the soft limit z → 1. The universal jacobian square root factor in Eq. (3.2) is function of r 2 cut and vanishes at z = z max . As mentioned above, the upper limit behaves linearly and one naively may expect that it would control the overall behavior by power counting. Our finding is that:
• for final-state radiation, the angular average of the matrix element as function of z behaves as 1 (1−z) 2 in the soft limit, as dictated by the the universal eikonal approximation. This eventually leads to a linear behavior in r cut .
• for initial-state radiation, the angular average of the matrix element as function of z is finite in the soft limit. The vanishing of the jacobian factor on the upper limit changes the power counting from linear to quadratic.
Results
We pass now to present the results obtained for the final-and initial-state contributions. Their expressions are more coveniently written in terms of the variable β = 1 − 4m 2 s , the common lepton velocity in the partonic center-of-mass frame. In the following, we denote with σ 0 (s) the Born cross section
The r cut dependence of the partonic cross section is
where we have dropped terms which do not depend on r cut . Eq. (3.5) shows that the next-toleading power contributionσ FS NLP (s; r cut ) is linear in r cut and it is responsible for the behavior observed in Figure 2 .
• Initial-state radiation σ IS(s; r cut ) = σ 0 (s) α 2π e 2 q ln 2 r 2 cut − 4 2 ln 2 − where we have dropped terms which do not depend on r cut and the dots stand for terms that vanish faster than r 2 cut as r cut → 0. As expected, the next-to-leading power contribution σ IS NLP (s; r cut ) is quadratic in r cut , modulo logarithmic enhancements.
Final-state radiation at next-to-leading power: beyond inclusive observables
The results presented in Sec.3.2 have been obtained for the most inclusive observable, the total partonic cross section. This has been a crucial point in order to perform the computation analytically. In what follows we outline a strategy to remove the final-state linear power suppressed contribution from the q T subtration formula at NLO at differential level. Let us start from eq. (1.1) at NLO
where we have written explicitly the r cut constraint. Consider the following extension
In the above formula, dσ F+jet FS,LO is the differential cross section associated to final-state radiation only and dσ F,CT S,NLO is an arbitrary counterterm which cancels the corresponding final-state soft divergence, so that their difference is finite. The new term lives in the unresolved region below r cut so that its contribution is vanishing in the limit r cut → 0. Thus, the first observation is that Eq.(4.1) and Eq.(4.2) differ only by power suppressed terms in r cut , and therefore formally equivalent. The second and key observation is that, if the new counterterm, as the standard q T subtraction one, does not introduce additional linear power corrections, then the subtraction formula in Eq (4.2) is free of linear power suppressed terms. Indeed, the linear term arising from the real emission cross section exactly cancels in the sum
The above condition is fulfilled if the soft counterterm is built as the product of the eikonal approximation for the matrix element times the soft phase space. The third and last observation is that if the soft subtraction is local, then it is effectively possible to perform the integration in the unresolved region. Therefore, to construct the additional soft counterterm we only need a soft mapping which reabsorbs the radiation into a Born-like configuration. Among the available mappings at NLO, we choose the mapping proposed in Ref. [29] . As in the standard FKS mapping [30] , we identify an emitter and a radiated parton. The radiation variables are given by the radiation energy fraction
s (s is the partonic CM energy), the cosine of the angle between the emitter and the radiated partons y and an azimuthal angle φ (we refer to Ref. [29] for more details). The phase space reads
where dΦ B is the Born phase space element and the jacobian J is given in Eq. (49) of Ref. [29] , and reduces to J (0) = s ξ /(4π) 3 in the soft limit, which is what we actually need. Then, we define the local soft counterterm as 2 (4.5) where β = 1 − 4m 2 /s and y phy is the cosine of the physical angle between the emitted photon and the leptons in the Born configuration (in practice we have either y phy = y or y phy = −y [29] ).
In Figure 3 we study the r cut dependence of the NLO EW correction to the complete Drell-Yan process applying the "improved" q T subtraction formula in Eq. (4.2). We consider pp collisions at √ S = 7 TeV and we compute the r cut dependent correction δ q T (r cut ) in the case in which no cuts are applied (Figure 3 (left) ) and when asymmetric cuts on the transverse momenta and rapidities are applied: p T,l − > 25 GeV, p T,l + > 20 GeV and |y l | < 2.5 (Figure 3 (right) ). We see that in both cases the linear dependence with r cut is nicely cancelled 2 .
Conclusions
In this talk, we have presented the first application of the q T subtraction formalism to the computation of EW radiative corrections, namely the NLO EW corrections to the hadroproduction of a massive dilepton system through the Drell-Yan mechanism. Our calculation paves the way to possible applications to the computation of mixed QCD-EW corrections [16, [31] [32] [33] [34] and to NNLO QED corrections [16] to the Drell-Yan process.
We then have discussed the power suppressed terms in the r cut regulator which affect the q T subtraction formula when also the radiation off massive final state is taken into account. Specializing to the case of hadroproduction of a dilepton system, we have reported explicit analytical expressions for the power corrections to the inclusive partonic cross section in the diagonalchannel, proving that final-state radiation is responsible for the change in the power correction from quadratic to linear. We have presented a procedure to "improve" the NLO q T subtraction formula removing the linear power corrections at fully differential level.
